SUMMER ASSIGNMENT (Portfolio Prep)
CLASS: 2018 (Sophomore)
INSTRUCTORS: S. Lee and A. Newman

Directions: Drawings should be completed in sketchbook unless otherwise noted. Complete each assignment based on the timing of the video. Try a variety of approaches such as gesture, construction, contour, etc. DO NOT PAUSE THE VIDEO. I repeat, DO NOT PAUSE THE VIDEO. After completing each drawing session, write a reflection on what you found to be successful and unsuccessful along with what modifications you'll try on the following week. All work must be photographed digitally using a cell phone, digital camera, or a scanner and uploaded into a single folder in GoogleDrive named firstname_summerassignment2018. Folder must be shared to the following e-mail Addresses: slee11@artanddesignhs.org and Anewman14@artanddesignhs.org. All assignments are due on the FIRST day of school. All late assignments will receive a maximum of 55.

Assignment01: Medium: 2b-4b Pencil Paper 18x24 Bond Paper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPLRJrlq7x0

Assignment02: Medium: Ebony Pencil Paper: 18x24 Smooth Newsprint
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWbeelH9eCA

Assignment03: Medium: Ebony Pencil Paper: 18x24 Smooth Newsprint
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qM8YDzeCoqU&index=8&list=PL7EWYwaF6E-FZ8JiBlz2tF1DQUcW-GCmn

Assignment04: Medium: Col-erase Pencil with Pigma Paper: 11x17 Bond Paper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHbcPWj0I8A&index=7&list=PL7EWYwaF6E-FZ8JiBlz2tF1DQUcW-GCmn

Assignment05: Medium: Col-erase Pencil with Pigma Paper: 11x17 Bond Paper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbLVbaGrzBY&list=PL7EWYwaF6E-FZ8JiBlz2tF1DQUcW-GCmn&index=6
Assignment 06: Medium: Water Color Brush Paper: 11x17 Bond paper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTZDv6NuVcY&index=5&list=PL7EWYwaF6E-FZ8JiBlz2tF1DQUcW-GCmn

Assignment 07: Medium: Water Color Brush Paper: 11x17 Bond paper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDmyJiVkF94&list=PL7EWYwaF6E-FZ8JiBlz2tF1DQUcW-GCmn&index=4

Assignment 08: Medium: Pen Paper: Sketchbook
5 pages in sketchbook (Drawing of Environments)

Assignment 09: Medium: Pen Paper: Sketchbook
5 Pages in Sketchbook (Drawings of People)

Assignment 10: Medium: Pen Paper: Sketchbook
5 Pages in Sketchbook (Drawings of People)
Gesture Drawings (1-2 Mins)
Contour Drawings (5-10 Mins)
Extended Studies (15-20 Mins)